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A STUDY OF CLOSE INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS

Introduction

"Closeness" is a term that people frequently use when

describing their relationships with other people. Al :,c,ugh

familiar, the term cannot be easily defined because closeness

seems to be a gestalt. That is, the perception of closeness

in a relationship is a complete and intricate whole rather

than a sum of the perceptions of some specific element of

the relationship. Therefore, any attempt to construct a

model for the perception of closeness will necessarily be

somewhat artificial and incomplete. With this in mind,

the present study will examine some of the dimensions that

appear to affect the perception of closeness. For simplicity,

we will deal with dyads throughout this paper, although the

theory seems applicable to larger groups.

Defining Closeness

Oile -lay theoretically define closeness as the degree

to which an individual perceives another as understanding
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him. This definition allows for the closeness of a relationship

to be seen differently breach participant. It also pr vides

for a relationship based on more than just initial attraction

or physical closeness, which might not be included under other

possible definitions. If a relationship is to be perceived

as close, a person must receive some feedback from the other

interactant indicating that he understands the person--

e.g. he krrows how the person thinks or feels, maybe why, _

knows what to expect from the person and knows what expec-

tations the person himself has. If a person receives

large amounts of such feedback, he will perceive a closer

relationship than if he receives little or no such feedback.

In order to understand another parson, one must have

information about that person. The more information one

has about an individual, the better one will beable to

understand him.* This being thejcase, a less abstract

definition of closeness would be the amount of information

exchanged between the participants over a period of time.

The amount of information that a person would let another

have would be an index of the closeness of the relationship

(Jourard, 1959). Using this definition, several hypotheses

may be generated concerning interpersonal information

exchange and closeness.

* "More information" is meant both quantitatively and qualitatively.

fhe more intimate or personal the information, the more understanding

it should promote. The same should hold for sheer quantity.



nypotheses

Self -disclosure, one method of information exchange

has received considerable attention (e.g. Cozby,-1972, 1973;

Ehrlich &,Graeven, 1971; Gilbert, 1974; Jourard, 1959,

1971; Jourard & Landsman, 1960: Jourard and Resnick, 1970;

Pearce & Sharp, 1973; Pederson & Dreglio, 1968; Pederson &

Higbee, 1969; Vondracek & Marshall, 1971). Self-disclosure

denotes that verbal behavior by which "...one person voluntarily

tells another person things about himself which the person

is unlikely to know or discover from another source."

(Pearce & Sharp, 1973). The discloser is revealing infor-

mation about himself to the other person, therefore that

'persoil should be better able to understand the discloser.

This increase in understanding should lead the discloser

to perceive a closer relationship. This can be stated as

an hypothesis:

H1: The greater the amount of self-disclosure,
the closer the relationship is perceived
ab being (by the- discloser).

Touch as a mode of interpersonal communication has also

been studied (eg. Frenk, 1957; Jourard, 1966, 1968;

Montague, 1971). Information communicated by touch is

usually not as clearly defined as in the case of self-

disclosure, since touch lacks a clearly defined vocabulary.

Powever, Morris, (1973) comments that a single touch will

do more than any words when it is a matter of being under-

Ii
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stood emotionally. If touch does promote understanding

between interactants, then it should effect the perception

of closeness. This can be formulated into an hypothesis:

H2:: The greater the amount of touch, the
closer the relationship is perceived as being.

As stated above, one may use self-disclosure and touch

to better understand another person. However, both ways

involve risks since they require a person to place him-

self in a vulnerable position. In self-disclosure, some of

the information disclosed would be of a highly-personal

nature. Thus, he must trust the person to whom he is dis-

closing (Vondracek and Marshall, 1971). Trust means the

degree to which a person expects a positive outcome from

a potentially negative situation or interaction. In the

case of self-disclosure, one positive outcome might be that

the information is not passed on to somebody else. Another

positive outcome might be that the person will accept the

intimate information as important.

As a person is emotionally vulnerable during self-

disclosure, he is physically vulnerable and socially vulnerable

when touched. A non-human animal will attack or retreat

from another animal that invades its personal space boundary

(Little, 1969).. Studies about the invasion of personal

space in humans (eg. Felepe and Sommer, 1966) have shown

that people tend to retreat or to leave the scene when

another person sits 'too close'. If these reactions to

0



invasions of personal space bounC2ries originated with

feelings of vulnerability, then a person would probably

have to be trusted before he would be allowed to touch

another person. A positive outcome for the individual

being touched might be that he will not be harmed.

In social situations, disclosure of intimate infor-

mation via touch also involves a risk factor. There must

be trust that a touch will not be misinterpreted by the

person being touched. In this case, a positive outcome

might be that the person being touched will accept the touch

in the way that it was intended.

The above arguements suggest that trust is needed

oefore a person will self-disc4 to a person or allow a

person to touch him. This can be stated in two more

hypotheses:

H3: The higher the degree of trust, the greater
the amount of self-disclosure.

H4: The higher the degree of trust, the greater
the amount of touch.

Trust seems to grow from a series of encounters in which

risks are taken. If the outcomes of these encounters are

positive, then the degree of trust should increase in

proportion to the risk taken. If the outcomes are negative,

then the development of trust should be inhibited or reversed.

nigher risks produce the potential for more positive outcomes.

As lower levels of trust are supported by positive outcomes,

higher risks may be taken, thus increasing the possible level

C
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of trust. As we have seen, the degree to which one person

trusts another will affect how much personal information is

exchanged. This information exchange will affect the ability

of the interactants to understand each other, thereby affecting

their perceptions of the closeness of their relationship. Thus,

the more a person trusts another. the closer he will perceive

their relationship as being. This can be formalized by the

following hypothesis:

H5: The higher the degree of trust,, the closer
the relationship will be perceived as being.

Another variable which might improve the effectiveness

of communication within a relationship, but which has not

been studied much, could be referred to as meta-relationship

communication: discussion between individuals about their

specific relationship. Meta-relationship communication

would provide information to each perticipant about how the

other person sees the relationship. Sharing feelings about

the relationship would reveal any dissimilarities in their

views; elaborating these differences would help them

understand how the other one thinks. This increased under-

standing should lead to perceiliing a closer relationship

or, potentially, to a total breakdowri of the relationship if

the differences prove too great. Thus, we can predict a

positive relationship between meta-relationship communication

and closeness, although it will not be as great as the

other hypothesized relationships due to the potential for

2
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breakdown. This leads us to the last hypothesis:

H6: The greater the amount of meta-relationship
communication, the closer the relationship
is perceived as b3ing.

Figure 1 is a diagram of the above hypotheses. Touch,

self-disclosure and meta - relationship communication are techniques

by which one person develop5 understanding.of another. Trust

is needed before personal information will be given to another.

'Since closeness has been defined as the degree to which a person

perceives another as understandir him, which may be measured

by the amount of information exchange, all four elements, teat.'',

self-disclosure, meta-relationship communication and trust,

should lead to an increased perception of closeness.

SELF-DISCLOSURE

TRUSTNN

CLOSENESS< TOUCH

META-RELATIONSHIP COMMUNICATION

Figure 1: Diagrammed Model of Hypotheses
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Methods

To test the hypotheses, a questionnaire was utilized

to find out how close the respondents perceived a relation-

ship, as well as the perceived amounts of self-disclosure,

touch, meta-relationship communication, and trust in the

relationship.

Sample -- The sample was drawn from six classes in

psychology, sociology, and communication at the State

University of New York at Albany and Rensselaer Polytechnic
,

Institute in Troy, New York.

Of the two-hundred and fifteen questionnaires distributed,

seventy-five were completed, a 35 percent return rate.

Reasons for the low percentage of returns seem to be

1)the amount of time needed to complete the questionnaire

(-,.bout one-half hour), 2)no inducement being provided for

completion since the project was totally voluntary, and

3)thehighly personal nature of some of the questions.

The questionnaires were distributed during regular

class time, and the respondents were asked to return them

during the following week's class. Return visits were

made to pick up late responses.,,

Questionnaire -- The questionnaire was pretested on a

small group of respondents similar to those providing the

data base. Comments on the pretest dictated revision of

the structure of the questionnaire and some of the items.

The final version of the questionnaire asked the respondent

10
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to provide demographic data and to 'answer twenty-five

questions aciout-each of ten relationships of their own

choosing. Items fell into three categories including

biographical information, personal perceptions of the

relationships, and activities of the pair. The personal

perception questions were the main source of data for this

study.

Results

The Pearson Product-Moment Corr;)lation was the primary

statistic used to examine the empirical relationships among

thevariables. Since each questionnaire attempted to

explore ten relationships, the seventy-five responses

provided a maximun)N of 750. All items had 700-730 responses

usable for the statistics. Since the N is so large, very

small correlations would be significant. Therefore,

sighificance is less important than the size of the cor-

relation coefficients. The Pearson Product-Moment Cor-

reiatialcoefficients among all variables in the hypotheses

are given in Table 1. Descriptive statistics for these.

variables are provided in Table 2.

Hypothesis 1 predicted that the amount of self-disclosure

would correlate positively with perceived closeness.

Table 1 shows that the data supports this hypothesis

(r=.62).

Hypothesis 2 stated that touch and perceived closeness

should relate positively to each other. Table 1 shows a

11
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correlation coefficient of .34 for this relationship.

While this value is in the predicted directidn, its

magnitude is not as high as the others, so we have. lesS,

confidence in its support of the hypothesis.

Hypothesis 3 proposed that the degree of trust would

correlate positively with the amount of self-disclosure.

Table 1 shows that the correlation found was .87. This seems

to suggest strong support for the hypothesis.

Hypothesis 4 predicted a positive relationship between

the degree of trust and the amount of touch. From Table 1

the correlation coefficient is only .32. This result is

- in the predicted direction, but does-not indicate strong support

for the hypothesis.''

Hypothesis 5 stated that the degree of trust would

positively relate to the perceived closeness. From Table

1, we see that this hypothesis is stronirly suppOrted by

the data (r=.67).

Hypothesis 6 proposed a positive relationShip between

meta-relationship communication and perceived closeness.

The fond coefficient for this' relationship is .48, which

indicates a significant relationship in the expected

direction. Thus the data supports this hypothesis, although

not as strongly as some of the others.

1.2
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Discussion
a

Figure 2 dWams the results of the hypothesis testing.

Of the four variables that were hypothesized to relate to

the perception of closeness -- self-disclosure, touch,

meta-relationship communication and trust -- all correlated

significantly in the predicted direc Air data indicates
0

that degree of trust and the amount of self-disclosure are

the primary bases for the perception of the closeness of a

relationship, as defined earlier.

Although there is some variation in the strength of

the relationships, our data supports the-hypotheses based on

the theoretical - definition of closeness, that is, the degree

to which one person thinks that he is understood by the other.

This'seems true even though the correlation for touch was

weaker than the others. The low correlation for touch

may be due to the fact that touch seems to-be used in a

largeariety of interpersonal interactions than, for

instance, self-disclosure is. This would have the effect

of diluting its correlation with any single type of interaction.

One implication of this study is that a behavioral

index of the closeness of a relationship could possibly be

established. For example, by observing amounts of self-

disclosure, meta-relationship communication, and touch that

occur during interactions, one could estimate the trust and

closeness between the interactants. Even though Ehrlich

0
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and Graven (1971) found that "...persons are directly aware

of the magnitude and intimacy of their self-disclosing

behavior in dyadic encounters", more research will have to

be,conducted to discover how results of a questionnaire such

as the one used in this study Compare with behavioral obser-

vations of the same relationships.

This study also suggests a variable which'may be of

use in interpersonal communication research -- meta-relationship

communication.* Its utility will have to be determined by

any future theories which find it to b a useful concept

to measure.

Finally, more research needs to be conducted to determine

if the model presented in this paper is part of a larger

model involving the perception of closeness, or if it is

a whole in itself. Any model such as this must also be

placed in its proper perspective withiq a larger model of

interpersonal perception as a whole.

0

*(Subsequent to the writing of this paper, we have found several

discussions using terms which are similar to our meta-relationship

communication. See references to "meta-communication" in

Watzlawick, Beavin and Jackson (1973), and Rossitei. (1974);

and to "metaintimate conversation" in Intimate Relationships,

by Murray S. Davis (197), The Free Press. --- LKL, PLV 6/8/75).



TABLE 1: Pearson Product-Moment correlation coefficients*

Trust Self-
disci.

Meta-
telat.
COMmun.

Touch

Closeness .67 .62 .48 .34
(709 df) (709 df) (707 df) (703 df)

Trust :487 .43 .32
(728 df) (725 df) (721 df

Self- .51 .40
disclosure (725 df) (721 df)

Meta- .54
relationship
communication

(719 df)

*p .001 for all correlations

I:5
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Table 2: Descriptive Statistics of Variables.

Variable .Mean Standard Range
Deviation

Closeness 6.96 2.42 1-10
1

Trust 6.87 3.20 ' 1-19

Self-
disclosure

6.16 2.87 1-10

Meta-
relationship

2.53 1.27 1-5

Communication

Touch 2.60 1.28 1-5
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Figure 2: Diagram of Hypotheses with Correlations.

TRUST

,

87

SELF-
DISCLOSURE

.62

1'6'7

>CLOSENESS<

.48

.32

.34

. META-RELATIONSHIP
COMMUNICATION
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